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Executive Summary 
At this IFYWP work session, staff will review the comments received and staff’s proposed response for inclusion 
in the final draft of the 2018-2022 IFYWP. Additionally, staff will present any significant identified changes for 
incorporation into the final draft. 
 
Facts & Findings 
On July 19, 2017, Staff presented to the Commission the initial draft of the FY2018-2022 IFYWP. Following the 
meeting, the draft was released for public and agency comments. In addition to posting the plan on the ACHD 
website, social media, and newsprint ads, the initial draft was transmitted directly to ACHD partners at the 
cities, county, school districts, COMPASS, and urban renewal agencies. Further, Staff sent the plan to each of the 
official neighborhood associations for distribution. A Public Comment Summary can be found in Attachment 1, 
including all official correspondence received.  
 
Policy Implications 
ACHD develops the annual update to the IFYWP in close coordination with its agency partners and the public. 
Public and agency input into the initial draft is essential to ensure an open and transparent process and the 
proposed plan of projects is informed by those it will serve. IFYWP adoption is planned for September 27, 2017. 
 
Fiscal Implication 
The IFYWP reflects the FY2018-2019 ACHD Budget as the first two years of the Plan. As the budget was adopted 
on August 23, 2017, staff will only be presenting recommended changes to project phases outside of the budget 
years. These changes will be reflected in the final draft and in future budgeting processes. 
 
Attachments 

1. Public Comment Summary 
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PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY 

FY2018-2022 INTEGRATED FIVE-YEAR WORK PLAN INITIAL DRAFT 

COMMENT SUMMARY 

The initial draft of FY2018-2022 Integrated Five-Year Work Plan was open for public comment between July 21, 2017 and August 21, 2017. Outreach was made via 

newspaper advertisements, social media (Facebook, NextDoor, Twitter), and postings on the ACHD website. Additionally, direct outreach was made to ACHD’s partners 

at each City, the County, all school districts in Ada County, urban renewal agencies, COMPASS, and officially recognized neighborhood associations. During this period, 

161 inputs were received. The following is a summary of comments received:  

- 2 City Comment Letters (Boise, Meridian) 

- 1 Urban Renewal Agency Inquiry (Garden City URA) 

- 3 Neighborhood Association Comments 

- 155 Individual Comments, received as follows: 

o 91 Online Map Comments 

o 20 Projects/Tellus Emails 

o 44 Social Media Comments 

CITY COMMENTS 

ACHD received comments from the City of Boise and the City of Meridian on the draft IFYWP. 

The City of Boise’s comment letter is attached. The following is a brief summary of the comments provided: 

- Encouragement for construction of the Emerald-Americana project. 

- Appreciation for work on priority corridors. 
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- Desire to explore use of transit as a construction mitigation tool. 

- Specific project related comments. (See letter) 

The City of Meridian’s comment letter is attached. The following is a brief summary of the comments provided: 

- Appreciation for projects moving to construction on key corridors. 

- Request for Locust Grove to designated a priority corridor. 

- Encouragement for ACHD to continue to fund the Economic Development program. 

URBAN RENEWAL AGENCY COMMENTS 

ACHD received a single inquiry from an urban renewal agency in response to the outreach regarding the draft Plan. The inquiry was from the Garden City Urban 

Renewal Agency expressing desire to explore accelerating completion of a project within the URA through a potential financial partnership.  

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION COMMENTS 

Neighborhood associations are a larger agglomeration of subdivisions and areas which are officially recognized by one of ACHD’s city/county partners. Neighborhood 

association input was received from 4 individual neighborhood associations (attached). Input is considered as representing the neighborhood if presented as official 

input from a neighborhood association or if provided by an individual representing themselves as the neighborhood association president.  

A summary of comments provided include: 

- Specific additional project requests (Liberty Park, North End) 

- Project design details (Morris Hill) 

- Request for project acceleration (North End) 

Specific project requests from neighborhood associations will be shared with the corresponding City for prioritization and inclusion in future IFYWP requests lists.  

INDIVIDUAL COMMENT SUMMARY 

ACHD received 155 comments on the IFYWP from individuals. ACHD’s new online comment map generated 91 of these. The following summary identifies the types of 

requests received and provides a general response for how these types of comments would be handled. The full detail of comments is attached below, including 

identification of these comments by comment type. 

- Policy Related Comments – These comments are available for the Commission’s consideration relative to giving direction on the IFYWP 
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- General Comments – These comments are general inquiries or statements regarding the plan or potential projects, but do not provide a specific request. May 

include statements of support for projects.  

- ITD Related Comments – These comments generally address projects under the jurisdiction of the Idaho Transportation Department (ITD). All of these 

comments will be forwarded to ITD for their consideration. 

- VRT Related Comments – These comments generally address projects under the jurisdiction of Valley Regional Transit (VRT). All of these comments will be 

forwarded to VRT for their consideration. 

- Project Acceleration Comments – These requests are for acceleration of an identified project within the plan. These requests will be considered in the context 

of existing Commission priorities, partner agency priorities, and available funding. 

- New Project Request Comments - These requests are for inclusion of a project not identified within the plan. These requests will be considered in the context 

of existing Commission priorities, partner agency priorities, adopted plans, and available funding. 

- Project Scope Comments – These comments are relative to the identified scope of a project listed in the IFYWP. These comments may also express desires for a 

specific project not to be completed as proposed. These comments will be documented and included in the project scoping file for consideration during design. 
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INDIVIDUAL COMMENT DETAILS 

 

# Name Comment 
Date 

Submitted 
How Submitted Comment Type 

1 Thomas F. 
Seacord 

14th St and Fort St Pedestrian Crossing - It troubles me that these improvements are 
only scheduled for 2019. There have been pedestrian/vehicle issues in the vicinity of 
N Jr High while there were no pedestrian vehicle issues over the study period at the 
intersection of Braemere and Curling, yet ACHD has RUSHED to implement a project 
at that intersection, despite the fact that the recent school bond will result in 
significant changes to traffic near Highlands Elementary.  Please advance the 
implementation year for this project. 

8/7/17 Comment Map Project 
Acceleration 

2 Martha M 
Chalfant 

14th St and Fort St Pedestrian Crossing - Please consider moving the construction 
date up for this project.  There were multiple pedestrian vehicle incidents around 
North Junior High last school year and this area deserves prioritization of $. 

8/21/17 Comment Map Project 
Acceleration 

3 Anne 
Hausrath 

14th St and Fort St Pedestrian Crossing - This signal is very much needed! Please 
move construction date up. Light needs to be on Fort st. at 14th, rather than on 14th 

8/19/17 Comment Map Project 
Acceleration 

4 Anne 
Hausrath 

28th St, Hazel St / Irene St - These bulbouts are needed. Please include more on 28th 
St. Designate and re-engineer if necessary low stress bikeways to get kids to Lowell 
Elem.  

8/19/17 Comment Map Project Scope, 
New Project 
Request 

5 Joanie Fauci 28th St, Hazel St / Irene St - This is needed the full length of 28th and also Hazel (to 
make Hazel a low-stress bike route to school) 

8/18/17 Comment Map Project Scope, 
New Project 
Request 

6 Gary Hyland Amity Rd and Cloverdale Rd Roundabout - This round about needs to be wide enough 
to accomodate semi's going to Boise City Farm. A 6.5 offtrack is required for this. 

7/31/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

7 Terry & Tom 
Riemenapp 

Amity Rd and Cloverdale Rd Roundabout - We support this effort to improve 
continued traffic flow. 

7/24/17 Comment Map General 

8 Gary Hyland Amity Rd and Maple Grove Rd Roundabout - A single lane roundabout is hard for an 
average size RV to make the corner without jumping the curb. Suspension and tire 
damage will happen. Example- Eagle Rd and Amity. Make all roundabouts 6.5 offtrack 
capable. 

7/31/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

9 Cynthia D 
Rasavage 

Amity Rd and Maple Grove Rd Roundabout - I'm a bit confused why do a single lane 
roundabout if Maple Grove Rd is widen to 5 lanes with curb, gutter, sidewalk, and 
bike lanes. Includes widening of Maple Grove Bridge #1239. 

7/25/17 Comment Map Project Scope 
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# Name Comment 
Date 

Submitted 
How Submitted Comment Type 

10 Mary Ann 
Lawford 

Amity Rd and Maple Grove Rd Roundabout - Maple Grove is too busy a street  to have 
a one lane roundabout.  Maple Grove needs to be widened  all the way from Victory 
south to accommodate the new developments going in to the south.   

7/24/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

11 Terry & Tom 
Riemenapp 

Amity Rd and Maple Grove Rd Roundabout - We support this effort to improve 
steady/continuous traffic flow. Please consider same for Desert & Maple Grove.  

7/24/17 Comment Map General 

12 Dave Kangas Annett St, Malad St / Targee St - This is an importantn safe route to schools project. 
With the 182 approved aprtement complex on Federal Way, school traffic on this 
corridor will increase significnatly. This street is too narrow for kids to safely walk 
without sidewalks. 

7/28/17 Comment Map General 

13 Michael 
Barker 

Arterial & Collector Capital Maintenance (2017) - Franklin St, Maple St / Coston St - 
This project should incorporate some sort of sidewalk enhancement so that existing 
sidewalk (between Coston & Haines) can connect to sidewalk ending around Avenue 
I/J. 

7/31/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

14 Remington 
Buyer 

Arterial & Collector Capital Maintenance (2017) - Franklin St, Maple St / Coston St - 
Echo of Michael's comments in support of sidewalks on the northern side of Franklin 
all the way down to Haines/Coston. Striping Bike lanes onto this roadway would be 
useful as well 

8/2/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

15 Remington 
Buyer 

Arterial & Collector Capital Maintenance (2017) - McKinley St, Ave D / Maple Ave - 
When re-striping McKinley Street, include bike lanes. This is already a popular cycling 
route and the road is wide enough to easily accommodate bike lanes, plus clearly 
demarcating the spaces reserved for cars and bikes will help keep traffic moving at 
appropriate speeds. 

8/2/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

16 Candice 
Hopkins 

Arterial & Collector Capital Maintenance (2018) - Franklin Rd, Beechwood Dr / 
Orchard St - This stretchof road desperately needs safe, buffered walkways 

7/25/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

17 Anonymous Bogus Basin Rd, Curling Dr / 550' N/O Curling Dr - Bogus Basin Rd needs sharrows or a 
bike lane all the way to Bogus Basin Resort 

8/18/17 Comment Map New Project 
Request 

18 Thomas F. 
Seacord 

Bogus Basin Rd, Curling Dr / 550' N/O Curling Dr - This project makes sense to provide 
better connectivity & emergency egress for the residents N of Bogus/Curling. We 
regret that ACHD chose to limit emergency egress for the residents of the Upper 
Highlands Neighborhood by installing a diverter at the intersection of 
Braemere/Curling. That diverter should be removed & L Bramere widened to improve 
connectivity & emergency egress. I also question the timing of this project. Will it 
conflict with the Elementary construction & cause more conjestion? 

8/9/17 Comment Map New Project 
Request 
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# Name Comment 
Date 

Submitted 
How Submitted Comment Type 

19 Martha M 
Chalfant 

Bogus Basin Rd, Curling Dr / 550' N/O Curling Dr - This project will help improve 
connectivity and emergency egress for residents of the upper highlands.  However, 
will the timing conflict with the construction of Highlands Elementary? 

8/21/17 Comment Map General 

20 Anonymous Bogus Basin Road Safety, Maintenance, and Trail Head - Both the Sweet Connie/Dry 
Creek trailhead and the Stack Rock/Entrance Exam trailhead need bathrooms. 

8/18/17 Comment Map Other – Refer to 
Boise National 
Forest 

21 Mary Ann 
Lawford 

Cole Rd and Victory Rd - Agreed with Patrice.... widening the intersection does no 
good at all. We need to have thoroughfares widened to accommodate new 
development before new subdivisions are built. 

7/25/17 Comment Map General 

22 Terry & Tom 
Riemenapp 

Cole Rd and Victory Rd - We agree with previous comments however our 
understanding was north/south thoroughfares from Eagle Rd east to Gowen are/were 
on the 10-20 year project plan back in 2007. Make accommodations for current 
congestive Cole/Victory Rds traffic NOW not after the Lake Hazel/Cole expansion. The 
bottleneck occurs at Victory & Cole with downstream impact north and south. 

7/25/17 Comment Map Project 
Acceleration 

23 Terry & Tom 
Riemenapp 

Cole Rd and Victory Rd - We support this project howerver would like reconsideration 
of start date preferably prior Lake Hazel/Cole Rd project not post. 

7/25/17 Comment Map Project 
Acceleration 

24 Patrice Perow Cole Rd and Victory Rd - Why widen the intersection when the road itself narrows to 
one lane in either direction by the time drivers reach the NY Canal bridge.  Seems like 
the bridge should be -- or should have initially been -- expanded first. 

7/24/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

25 Patrice Perow Cole Rd and Victory Rd - Why widen the road if there are no plans to widen the bridge 
over the NY canal and then widen Cole all the way to Lake Hazel. Doesn't make sense 
to me. 

7/24/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

26 Anonymous Collister Dr, Hill Rd / Quail Ridge Dr - please add sharrows to the trailhead 8/18/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

27 Anonymous Collister Dr, Quail Ridge Dr / North End - please add sharrows to the trailhead 8/18/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

28 Mike Stefancic Columbus St Bikeway, Canal St / Kootenai St - Yay! I think it's a great idea to provide 
signed bike ways along this slower traffic street. 

7/25/17 Comment Map General 

29 Deborah 
LaSalle 

Downtown Boise Implementation (2019) - 11th St, Front St / Main St, Maintenance - 
Reduce traffic on 11th (divert to other N/S) routes to have 11th become a bike 
boulevard enabling families on bikes to commute N/S through the downtown area.   

8/15/17 Comment Map New Project 
Request 

30 Anonymous Downtown Boise Implementation (2019) - Bannock St, 16th St / 15th St - add 
sharrows or a bike lane 

8/18/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

31 Laura 
McCarthy 

Eagle Rd Bridge #1029, 1/4 mile N/O Floating Feather Rd - I'm confused why the Eagle 
Road Bridge, north of Floating Feather over Dry Creek, is on this 2018 plan. I received 
a postcard in the mail from ACHD that this bridge will be replaced between July and 
Oct 2017, not 2018. Is the current replacement not going to be permanent?  

7/26/17 Comment Map General 
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# Name Comment 
Date 

Submitted 
How Submitted Comment Type 

32 Ryan Beymer Eagle Rd, Amity Rd / Victory Rd - Not sure why this project is so far out with all the 
home going in in the surrounding area. I noticed on the 
http://achdweb.achdidaho.org/Documents/IFYWP/2018_2022/Roadway_1822IFWYP
draft.pdf the priority was quite low.  

8/3/17 Comment Map Project 
Acceleration 

33 Randy Eckert Rd and Arrow Junction Dr Pedestrian Crossing - Very low volume crossing 
point, and suggest flashing lights to alert automobiles as the corner limits visibility 
and speeds are excessive. 

7/24/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

34 Randy k 
Ranow 

Eckert Rd Bridge #2147 and #2148, Boise River / Ridenbaugh Canal - The bridge over 
the Boise River on Eckert Raod can be a treacherous drive with larger vehicles using 
this as a passage.  Perhaps, even with a new bridge, traffic might be limited to 2 ton 
vehicles to decrease the probability of deaths. 

7/24/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

35 Mike Emerald and Americana, Orchard St / Ann Morrison Park Enterance - Will you have a 
turn lane for bikes coming up the hill to turn on Latah?  It would be nice to see this a 
turn lane that accomadates cyclist coming up the hill.  

7/25/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

36 Anonymous Emerald and Americana, Orchard St / Ann Morrison Park Enterance - 1. I agree with 
Mike's request. 2. the bike lane on Americana gets really narrow, please widen it 

8/18/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

37 Anonymous Federal Aid Capital Maintenance (2017) - 3rd St, Jefferson St / Fort St - Sharrows 
should be ;ainted on full length of 3rd all the way to the park 

8/18/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

38 Thomas F. 
Seacord 

Federal Aid Capital Maintenance (2017) - Harrison Blvd, Hays St / Hill Rd - This project 
will limit egress for the residents of Upper Highlands which has recently been further 
reduced as a result of a diverter construction at the intersection of Braemere/Curling. 
This diverter should be removed or at least opened during the construction of this 
project. ACHD should add diverter removal widening/reclassification of L. Braemere 
to their FYIWP to improve connectivity and emergency egress for the residents of the 
Highlands Neighborhood. 

8/9/17 Comment Map New Project 
Request 

39 Chris Cook Federal Aid Capital Maintenance (2017) - Harrison Blvd, Hays St / Hill Rd - ACHD needs 
to improve the intersection to improve the flow of traffic during rush hour. Traffic is 
only increasing with all the development The signalized intersection should be 
replaced with a roundabout. 

8/17/17 Comment Map New Project 
Request 

40 Anonymous Federal Aid Capital Maintenance (2017) - Seaman Gulch Rd, Hill Road Pkwy / Landfill 
Entrance - I dont know if there are sharrows or bike lanes here but there should 
be...all the way to Cartwright to the east and hwy 55 to the west 

8/18/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

41 Todd 
Kurowskis  

Federal Aid Capital Maintenance (2017) - Taft St, 32nd St / 28th St - It was my 
understanding that alternate options to sidewalks were going to explored instead of 
going ahead with putting sidewalks in. At least from 28th-36th along Taft. 

7/25/17 Comment Map Project Scope 
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# Name Comment 
Date 

Submitted 
How Submitted Comment Type 

42 Anonymous Federal Aid Capital Maintenance (2017) - Taft St, 32nd St / 28th St - how about 
sharrows on all of Taft? 

8/18/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

43 Jason 
Kajkowski 

Federal Aid Capital Maintenance (2017) - Warm Springs Ave, Eckert / Hwy 21 - Warm 
Springs is becoming much more residential, with neighborhoods lining both sides of 
the road from Eckert almost all the way to Highway 21. It may be time to revisit the 
45 MPH speed limit. I suggest dropping to 35 MPH, if not 25-30 MPH. 

8/7/17 Comment Map Other – Shared 
with Traffic 
Engineering 

44 Deborah 
LaSalle 

Federal Aid Capital Maintenance (2020) - 13th St, Alturas St / Brumback St - We 
commute to downtown, 6 miles, via 13th Street on a cargo bike (myself and two 
children, ages 4 and 9).  This section of 13th is very congested and very bumpy.  We'd 
prefer to see a bike boulevard, with bike preference on 18th or 12th instead of 13th 
or 15th.  We're on an electric bike, so a road that is designated as 20 mph is perfect as 
we can keep up with traffic, but it needs to not be too congested or bumpy.   

8/15/17 Comment Map New Project 
Request 

45 Hailey Wester Federal Aid Capital Maintenance (2020) - Beacon Light Rd, SH 16 / Ballantyne Ln - 
Please add a signal at the corner of Beacon Light and Hwy 16 

7/31/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

46 Anonymous Floating Feather Rd, Munger Rd / Star Rd - I love that Floating Feather has bike lanes, 
keep expanding them please! 

8/18/17 Comment Map Additional Project 
Request 

47 Maryse Barker Franklin St, McKinley St / Pierce St - Currently there is a side walk on Franklin Street 
from Coston to Haines Street. This new project should be extended to go through 
Haines Street in order to connect to everything from Coston to McKinley Street. 
Otherwise, a gap will occur on the block  on Franklin Street between Haines and 
Pierce, leaving it unsafe for pedestrians, especially children. 

8/3/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

48 Michael 
Barker 

Franklin St, McKinley St / Pierce St - This project should be extended to go through 
Haines St. There is existing sidewalk on the north side of the street between Coston & 
Haines. If this project only goes to Pierce it lack one block for full connectivity. 

7/31/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

49 Anonymous Heron St, 13th St / 9th St (north side) - make the bike lanes twice as wide as normal 
and reduce the car/vehicle lane width the decrease speed 

8/18/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

50 Anonymous Hill Rd and Collister Dr - if this is going to be a roundabout, so too should everything 
along Hill Rd become 

8/18/17 Comment Map General 

51 Elisa Smith Holcomb Rd, Mimosa Way / Amity Rd - Amity needs bicycle lanes or at least width 
enough for bicycles. From Breckenridge to Federal there is no room on the side of the 
road and there are pedestrians often heading to Maverik. Sidewalks that HOAs have 
installed are curvey and not suited to bicycles except parents with little children. 

7/25/17 Comment Map New Project 
Request 

52 James 
Derderian 

Holcomb Rd, Mimosa Way / Amity Rd - Could we consider extending the bike path to 
include Amity between Federal way and S Surprise greenbelt paths. 

7/25/17 Comment Map New Project 
Request 
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# Name Comment 
Date 

Submitted 
How Submitted Comment Type 

53 Jerrod Vaughn Horseshoe Bend Rd and Floating Feather Rd - This intersection works really well the 
way it is.  If you put a 4-way stop here, you're going to back traffic significantly or 
redistribute it to the highway.  I go through this intersection regularly and have never 
seen a safety issue with bikes or pedestrians. 

7/24/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

54 Anonymous Jefferson St, Whitewater Park Blvd / 27th St - bike lanes, sharrows, or other to make 
this a safe route to bike to school 

8/18/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

55 Anonymous Jefferson St, Whitewater Park Blvd / 27th St - Wonderful addition to this rapidly 
changing neighborhood! 

8/10/17 Comment Map General 

56 Dave Kangas Kootenai St, Vista Ave / Federal Way - THis is a very importanrt project fopr our 
neighbrohood. In order for our to safely use and utlize Day Park we need sidewalks 
along this stretch. I am VERY disappointed that the plan does use detached sidewalks 
with the anount of room available. It does not feel very safe to be walking right next 
to a busy roadway especially if you have chidlren or pets in tow. 

7/28/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

57 Anonymous Latah St Bikeway, Targee St / Overland Rd - Awesome! Can't wait! 8/18/17 Comment Map General 

58 Anonymous Leadville Ave Bikeway, Linden St / Greenbelt - Awesome! Can't wait! 8/18/17 Comment Map General 

59 Mike Perry Linder Rd, Franklin Rd / Pine Ave - By widening Linder between Franklin and Pine, and 
between Ustick and McMillan without widening Linder between Pine and Ustick will 
result in continued traffic jams for people traveling north. When will Linder be 
widened between Pine and Ustick? 

7/25/17 Comment Map New Project 
Request 

60 Betty Rodgers Linder Rd, Main St / Deer Flat Rd - This is all very nice and will improve the 
appearance and function of the area. However, how do we get a critically needed 
overpass over the railroad tracks on Swan Falls Road? This is a major concern for 
emergency services and safety for the heavy traffic and many pedestrians in the area. 
The potential for disaster is great, and could be a major liability for the county. 

7/26/17 Comment Map New Project 
Request 

61 Mike Perry Linder Rd, Ustick Rd / McMillan Rd - By widening Linder between Franklin and Pine, 
and between Ustick and McMillan without widening Linder between Pine and Ustick 
will result in continued traffic jams for people traveling north. When will Linder be 
widened between Pine and Ustick? 

7/25/17 Comment Map New Project 
Request 

62 Thomas Locust Grove Rd, Fairview Ave / Ustick Rd - Its good to see how this project has been 
planned but it would likely be in Meridian's best interest to begin much earlier than 
the projected date due to congestion that warrented widening several years ago.  

7/24/17 Comment Map Project 
Acceleration 
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# Name Comment 
Date 

Submitted 
How Submitted Comment Type 

63 Randi Nix Locust Grove Rd, Victory Rd / Overland Rd - I don't feel Locust Grove from Overland 
to Victory needs to be 5 lanes. I travel that section of road frequently and believe that 
a center turn lane all along the road would alleviate much of the congestion through 
there. The neighborhoods along there have nice landscaping, walking paths, trees, 
grass, etc. that we all really enjoy. These asthetics make our neighborhoods more 
desireable. We don't want to lose all that beauty. The sections that currently have a 
middle turn lane, flow very well. 

7/28/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

64 Lisa Baird Locust Grove Rd, Victory Rd / Overland Rd - Locust Grove Rd between Overland and 
Victory does not need to be widened to 5 lanes before 2027.  Please remove that 
from the 10 year plan.  The majority of southbound traffic on Locust Grove from the 
direction of Franklin Rd turns left/east onto Overland.  However, adding a center turn 
lane would be very helpful.  Please consider adding a center turn lane in the 2018-
2022 plan. 

7/28/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

65 Dave Kangas Malad St, Annett St / Federal Way - There are no sidwewalks on this street! It needs 
them! 

7/28/17 Comment Map General 

66 Dan Hobdey Maple Grove Rd, Amity Rd / Victory Rd - Are you planning on extending Boise City 
water with this project? City sewer is already in place, but no city water is currently 
available. Our wells are drying up. Thank you,  

7/29/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

67 Cynthia D 
Rasavage 

Maple Grove Rd, Amity Rd / Victory Rd - I don't see in the plan the 
improvement/replacement for  Maple Grove Bridge #1239. 

7/25/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

68 Michael Webb McMillan Rd, Westview Dr / Maple Grove Rd - The sidewalk and path would be 
appreciated. I walk this stretch of McMillan several times monthly in my Sunday 
clothes.It would be nice to not hve dirty shoes after my walk to church! 

7/25/17 Comment Map General 

69 Tushar Verma Orchard St, Overland Rd / Franklin Rd - Orchard st. needs a centre turning lane 
wherever possible. We can also have a few footbridges for pedestrian traffic around 
the major intersections where it takes several minutes for signals to change. 

7/25/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

70 Fran Ciarlo  Orchard St, Overland Rd / Franklin Rd - There needs to be a crosswalk added to 
Overland between Curtis and Orchard.  It is entirely too dangerous to cross. 

7/28/17 Comment Map New Project 
Request 

71 Mike Overland Rd and Phillippi St Pedestrian Crossing - It would be nice if this could get 
moved up. This is such a dangerous crossing at the speed motorist are traveling up 
and down the hill. Waiting another five years for this high priority area is an accident 
waiting to happen.   

7/25/17 Comment Map Project 
Acceleration 

72 Anonymous Owyhee St Bikeway, Elder St / Alpine St - Awesome! Can't wait! 8/18/17 Comment Map General 
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# Name Comment 
Date 

Submitted 
How Submitted Comment Type 

73 Mike Stefancic Owyhee St, Cherry Ln / Overland Rd - It would be nice to have some bulb out 
crosswalks at this intersection to slow traffic and to make wider turns since so many 
kids cross here 

7/25/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

74 Mary Toews Pierce St, Washington St / Shenandoah Dr - There is no sidewalk on the west side of 
Pierce street to complete.  I disagree with adding it where it isn't already established. 
It could be continued on the east side of Pierce where it is partially established. Other 
streets in the neighborhood accommodate the sidewalk and pedestrians. 

7/25/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

75 Anonymous Residential Capital Maintenance (2018) - Heron, 28th St / Harrison Blvd - this should 
be a low-stress bike route 

8/18/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

76 Anonymous Residential Capital Maintenance (2018) - Lemp, Harrison Blvd / 8th St - Is this going to 
become a safe route to school, low stress bike route, since Heron is so busy? 

8/18/17 Comment Map General 

77 Anonymous Shoshone St Bikeway, Canal St / Greenbelt - Awesome! Can't wait! 8/18/17 Comment Map General 

78 Mike Stefancic Shoshone St Bikeway, Canal St / Greenbelt - Yay! Excited to see this. With all of the 
north south bikeways going in I hope in the future you consider east west bikeways 
on New Peace. 

7/25/17 Comment Map General 

79 Anonymous State St and Veterans Memorial Parkway - Please make it safe for bicycles too 8/18/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

80 Anonymous State St Rehabilitation, 16th St / 01st St - I'm sure this is difficult but its too narrow 
today and does need to be widened somehow 

8/18/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

81 Anonymous State St, 16th St / 23rd St Lighting Improvements - Excellent idea and much needed. 
Are there any places for a pedestrian crossing between 23rd (current) and 17th (next 
available to the East)? Sorely needed for safety. 

8/10/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

82 Anonymous State St, 36th St / 27th St - I like the hov/transit and bike lane additions 8/18/17 Comment Map General 

83 Anonymous State St, Collister Dr / 36th St - I like the hov/transit and bike lane additions 8/18/17 Comment Map General 

84 Anonymous State St, Glenwood St / Pierce Park Ln - I like the hov/transit and bike lane additions 8/18/17 Comment Map General 

85 Anonymous State St, Pierce Park Ln / Collister Dr - I like the hov/transit and bike lane additions 8/18/17 Comment Map General 

86 Bill Mitchell Ten Mile Rd, McMillan Rd / Chinden Blvd (US 20/26) - This project should have a 
much higher priority.  The traffic load in this area has already reached the dangerous 
level. 

7/25/17 Comment Map Project 
Acceleration 

87 Gary 
Ainsworth 

Ten Mile Rd, Ustick Rd / McMillan Rd - Before you widen the rest of 10 Mile, how 
about alleviating the threat to public safety ACHD has created already?  For those of 
us living in the Candlelight Subdivision (10 Mile and Ustick) getting in and out of our 
once safe neighborhood has become dangerous at best.  I, and others, have called 
ACHD several times over the potentially life threatening conditions that have been 
created.  To date, ACHD has installed a Do Not Block sign, which is partially obscured 
by vegetation, ignored by drivers 

7/25/17 Comment Map Other - Shared 
with Traffic/ 
Maintenance 
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88 Bill Mitchell Ten Mile Rd, Ustick Rd / McMillan Rd - This project should have a much higher 
priority.  The traffic load on this road has already the dangerous level. 

7/25/17 Comment Map Project 
Acceleration 

89 Mike Stefancic Vista Ave and Spaulding St Pedestrian Crossing - At the Spring Energize Neighborhood 
Transportation meeting we met with Darren at the city and recommended that this 
be moved down to New Perce because that crossing is more trafficked by pedestrians 
and cyclist since the road goes all of the way through unlike Spaulding which dead 
ends to the west after a couple blocks. Also New Perce is a better future bikeway. 

7/25/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

90 Dave Kangas Vista Ave and Spaulding St Pedestrian Crossing - I haqve never supported a crosswalk 
at this location. It should be at Nez Perce where the traffic enters Vista Ave. However, 
we do need traffic calming measures and more crosswalks along vista. 

7/28/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

91 Amy Vista Ave and Spaulding St Pedestrian Crossing - I would also support changing this to 
Nez Perce. A bike push light at Nez Perce would be  a much improved way to navigate 
along Overland without having to ride on Overland. 

7/30/17 Comment Map Project Scope 

92 Bette M. 
Hovey 
609 N Liberty 
St 
Boise, 
ID  83704 
 

Dear Mr. Ryan Head and  Highway District Commission, 
 
A group of citizens who reside near Liberty Park have recognized the need for 
sidewalks on Liberty Street. 
It has been a safety concern for years. Children in the neighborhood walk to Liberty 
Park daily to play baseball, soccer, use playground equipment, families picnic, to eat 
summer lunch with Albertson's/Boise City Lunch Program, and walk to meet school 
buses.   I believe we can put in sidewalks, at least on one side of the street, without 
affecting changes in railway crossing or canal crossing.   I want you to consider this 
need. 
 
On last year's 2016 Plan, the Liberty Park Neighborhood was on the list for future 
improvements.  The new 5-year plan shows no plans for the neighborhood.  What 
improvements have taken place during the current year to remove our interests from 
the planning list? 
 
Thanks for letting us comment.  Thank you for your re-consideration. 

7/27/17 Email New Project 
Request  

93 Lisa Breuer When are you guys going to put Five Mile through from state to Chinden? Do you 
know the traffic that would free up? I’m surprised it’s no where on your radar. 

7/24/17 Facebook New project 
Request 
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94 Tanya Shalz I want some sidewalks in my neighborhood!! 7/24/17 Facebook Provided 
Community 
Programs 
application. 

95 Tanya Shalz They need to do sidewalks for Manitou park!!! People drive way too fast! ! 8/8/17 Facebook New Project 
Request  

96 Victor 
Antablian 

How come I don't see Chinden Road on the plans? Honestly, I'm glad there are 
improvements planned, but most plans of widening roads are 3-5 years AFTER these 
roads have already become too congested. So, residents typically traveling these 
roads today experience high congestion and bare a risk for another 3-5 years before 
anything is done? I've moved from an area in southern cal that has Master Planned 
communities - to me, it's called common sense planning, it's WHERE YOU BUILD 
INFRASTRUCTURE BEFORE major retail and residential development. Hello??? We 
drive to our subdivisions today with massive retail establishments, building of 
communities,etc... VIA FARM ROADS!!! It's sad to see for me, and do you know why? 
Because I've seen it done better, and it's not new technology or anything - it's called 
proper planning, and although there are some great plans here, it's not without 3-5 
years of frustration. I love how I can't pull out of my subdivision without waiting 
minutes because the two lane road can't handle the traffic. I know there are plans to 
widen Chinden in the upcoming 2-7 years. But it needed widening yesterday!! But 
hey, let's approve more retail and another subdivision alongside this farm road that 
miraculously paid engineers approved, because in all honesty it's all about money. 
Please show me otherwise and I'll listen. 
 

7/25/17 Facebook/ 
Projects email/ 
NextDoor 

ITD Related 

97 Alexa C. (from 
Tuscany) 

With so many people who have lived 5 lane, 7, 9 lane road work saying “this is not the 
answer” I am sad to see ACHD continue along this path. Concrete jungle is not ever 
good. More heat, more emissions in one area, more congestion if the increased lanes 
have no exits increased….. Roads need to be where they are NOT, new lanes don’t 
solve issues.  

7/24/17 NextDoor Policy Related  

98 Brad S. (from 
Muir Woods-
Pepperwood) 

A north-south freeway or belt route throughout the county as well as an exit at five 
mile was needed 20 years ago 

7/24/17 NextDoor ITD Related 

99 Bryan A. (from 
Tuscany) 

Eagle Rd, Amity Rd / Victory Rd project is needed before 2020. I hope the project 
improves the Eagle/Rome intersection. 

7/24/17 NextDoor Project 
Acceleration 
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100 Casey L. (from 
Arrow Rock) 

Having moved here from the Portland area several years ago you guys are doing a 
great job by comparison. The growth rate is crazy currently. All the new subdivisions 
going in south of the freeway mean Cloverdale, Locust Grove, 5 mile and maple grove 
are seeing horrible backups during rush hours. The roads will need to be 4 lane roads 
or 2 lane with center turn lane very soon! There are dozens of new subdivisions still 
to come. It will get much worse over the next year or so.  

7/24/17 NextDoor General 

101 Christie N. 
(from North 
End West) 

Would love to know more details about widening State from 27
th

 on. Hard to 
comment without much information. How will this affect the schools along this 
route? What measures will be taken to protect homes and neighborhoods (and 
property values) bordering State? 

7/24/17 NextDoor General 

102 Connie W. 
(from Arney 
Ln) 

All looks great to me! 7/24/17 NextDoor General 

103 Darla P. (from 
Pioneer 
Estates) 

Try turning left onto Avalon from Swan Falls in Kuna between 4 and 5 in the 
afternoon. Or finding an alternate route around the railroad tracks when a train is 
parked across all roadways. Those could be some safety issues. 

7/24/17 NextDoor New Project 
Request 

104 Dave H. (from 
Saguaro 
Springs) 

Just looking at the road widening section—seems like good ideas, but in reality, how 
long would all that take? It currently takes over a year for each one mile of 
widening/intersection work. 

7/24/17 NextDoor General 

105 Fred L. (from 
Callaway 
Ranch) 

You are doing a great job ACHD. I can’t imagine trying to plan all of the streets in Ada 
county. Just wish you had more money to get more projects completed. Thanks 

7/24/17 NextDoor General 

106 Gary A. (from 
Candlelight) 

I would love for ACHD to STOP with the road and intersection widening until they can 
figure out how to fix the messes they have already created. Build NEW roads, repair 
roads, build parks, STOP the widening projects in areas they are neither needed nor 
wanted. You already have trapped so many of us in our subdivisions by making it 
nearly impossible to safely get in and out. That is NOT what the citizens of Ada County 
want. 

7/24/17 NextDoor Policy Related 

107 James J. (from 
Silver Sage) 

Use funds to get out and review traffic flow. Look at lights to flow traffic. Close off 
access roads, driveways that impede flow of traffic. IE/ Cole road Costco area, to 
overland. Getting system we have in place to control flow would improve everything. 
Don’t need to build new, just use what we have better.  

7/24/17 NextDoor Policy Related 

108 Jean M. (from 
Fieldstone 
Meadows) 

Why is the map not current? The Village in Meridian is not even on there (the map is 
from before it was built…) 

7/24/17 NextDoor General  
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109 Jess B. (from 
Collister) 

As a homeowner who lives on Arthur by State street, I’m very disappointed and 
against the proposed 7 lanes and thru-u turns at the State/36

th
/Veterans intersection. 

I find it interesting to be informed of ACHD meetings through this outlet rather than 
than the mail. It makes me wonder how many in the affect neighbor hoods are 
oblivious to theis drastic project. 

7/24/17 NextDoor Project Scope 

110 Jose P. (from 
Ryan 
Meadows) 

We realy need a new bridge by the crossing of the railroads in Kuna just one of them 
is been upgraded but the other side trafic is getting crazy and dangerous for 
pedestrians I feel for those kids on bikes… 

7/24/17 NextDoor New Project 
Request  

111 Kathi J. (from 
Southwest 
Ada County 
Alliance – 
Mideast) 

I thought part of the planned proposal before they started building homes off S Cole 
was to widen Cole to the Fire station (which won’t help much if anything) and also 
make sure Lake Hazel goes through to Orchard or something to help alleviate the 
traffic that will blowup on Cole. Surprised/Not surprised. 

7/24/17 NextDoor General 

112 Kathy M T. 
(from 
Brookdale 
Meadows) 

I have been living here 17 years. Have watched and driven on N Eagle Rd. to the 
Connecter. Needless to say, if I could drive any other way, I would. It takes me 20 
minutes (I live by Centennial) to get to the Connecter! Coming from Salt Lake City, I 
am dismayed by the rising population, and the lack of buses and/or public 
transportation from my home! Boise is just going to expand—this we need something 
more!!! 

7/24/17 NextDoor General 

113 Louise B. 
(from North 
End West) 

Possible to add trees in the middle of roads that are being widened? Sidewalks and 
trees! We need more green and less pavement. 

7/24/17 NextDoor Policy Related 

114 Marsha D. 
(from 
SpurWing 
Greens) 

I’ve been in those roads (Cloverdale, Locust and Maple Grove. Chinden is worse 
during traffic and especially the school year. It’s literally stopped and crawl 
And it’s not just roads needing better flow. A good deal of sidewalls are needed. I see 
too many people having to walk on the side of the road. With all the subdivisions and 
businesses going up, we’ll be seeing children on the roads. That’s not acceptable. 
Improvement is needed now. 

7/24/17 NextDoor General 
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115 Mary Ann L. 
(from 
Southwest 
Ada County 
Alliance – 
Mideast) 

We should require developers to widen roads that will bear more traffic because of 
their developments. Try driving on Cole Rd or Maple Grove at peak hours now…. and 
we’re adding MORE homes at the south end of both. Stop spending money on 
changing traffic signals and on traffic circles.. Also so many obstacles are put in place 
in areas of shoping centers such as Overland and Five Mile and near Walmart on 
Overland… it seems ACHD thinks we don’t know how to drive and have to “channel” 
us into little lanes like slot cars. All this wasted money could go towards getting us 
home from work faster and in a better mood by widening the main streets.  

7/24/17 NextDoor Policy Related 

116 Murray B. 
(from 
Southwest 
Ada County 
Alliance – 
Mideast) 

Glad re widening of Maple Grove up to Victory. Surprised about Amity & Maple Grove 
Roundabout. Hope traffic light will be added re access from SouthCreek Subdivision, 
with crossing walkway to east side of street re local churches etc. Probably a different 
area, but a good off-leash dog park is needed now, not 5-10 years from now. 

7/24/17 NextDoor Project Scope 

117 Patrice P. 
(from Indian 
Lakes) 

One example: Widening Cole won’t help with congestion because the road will still 
narrow around Diamond and well before the NY Canal bridge. If ACHD wants work, 
widen the bridge first. BTW, it’s not that I want more traffic, but if it’s inevitable, the 
work should be completed in an order that makes more sense. You don’t keep 
widening roads if those same roads still narrow so traffic has to merge 
(accidents/road rage??). Widening a small stretch doesn’t make traffic flow better. I 
left my comments on the interactive map. Ugh. 

7/24/17 NextDoor Project Scope 

118 Stan Moss 
(from 
Banbury) 

Please widen Chinden9highway20/26) from Eagle road to 10 mile road ASAP 
the current road can not handle the traffic 

7/24/17 NextDoor ITD Related 

119 Jo W. (from 
SW Ada 
County 
Alliance – 
South) 

You guys have a plan? Really? Please stop digging utilities down the middle of the 
streets with fresh pavement. Utilities first, then new pavement – smoother that way. 

7/25/17 NextDoor General 

120 Jo W. (from 
SW Ada 
County 
Alliance – 
South) 

Probably a good time to make sure you have enough snow equipment, supplies, and 
drivers – surprised you didn’t change your agency name after last winter. 

7/25/17 NextDoor General 
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121 Joyce H. (from 
SE Franklin & 
Five Mile) 

Am I missing something? Where is a plan to widen 5 Mile road from Franklin to 
Overland and replace the bridge? The traffic is so bad at times we cannot get out of 
our neighborhood. The bottleneck ACHD has created is unbelievable through that 
section. The more development happening south of Overland/Victory/Amity/Lake 
Hazel off 5 Mile has totally congested this piece of road. I had a friend who lived off 5 
Mile and Lake Hazel move to Nampa because he could get to downtown Boise quicker 
from Nampa than from his previous location. 

7/25/17 NextDoor New Project 
Request 

122 Ann Lynch 
(from Two 
Rivers) 

Hi – Highway 55 needs to be extended from Highway 44 (State St.) up to Chinden 
Blvd. before there is any more development. The traffic on Eagle Rd. is insane, 
especially to have huge trucks and tankers on Eagle with all the businesses and 
schools. The traffic on Chinden also is horrible. It needs to be widened to at least six 
lanes past 5mile road, possibly to Ten mile road. There should be no more 
development on Chinden unless the developers pay for the road improvements to get 
it widened, traffic on Eagle and Chinden are atrocious and out of date. With the new 
Congress we were told that we would have funds for improved infrastructures. We 
need to tell out Senators and Representatives. If they can approve an airport and 
bridge in Ketchikan ACROSS THE CHANNEL with so few people, we should be able to 
have a better road system here in Boise. Thanks. 

7/26/17 NextDoor ITD Related 

123 Michael D 
(from 
Highlands) 

Your reclassification of roads allowing oversized inappropriate building projects in the 
area of 15

th
, Hill Rd, Bogus Basin Rd and Curling Drive will turn an existing problem 

area into a huge traffic mess that will be a burden to residents and commuters. 
Thanks for that!! 

7/26/17 NextDoor Policy Related  

124 Alexa C (from 
Tuscany) 

Eagle Rd needs competition, not expansion. Continuing to make it wider doesn’t fix 
anything but it does make the city hotter, the air worse, and housing market less 
enticing because of the intrusion. 

7/27/17 NextDoor Policy Related  

125 Bob & Jeanne 
C. (from 
Paramount) 

Widen Ustick Rd to 4 lanes all the way to Midland Rd (country roads) to Nampa & that 
Costco and other big box stores. 

7/27/17 NextDoor New Project 
Request  

126 Dave K (from 
Vista) 

Finish extending hwt 16 to th freeway would help Eagle Rd a lot! 7/27/17 NextDoor ITD Related 

127 Jeff T (from 
Depot Bench) 

I think it would be incredibly short sighted to narrow the lanes on emerald and or 
Americana when there is a proposal to build a stadium on Americana… 

7/27/17 NextDoor Project Scope 
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128 Bill J. (from 
Hidden 
Springs) 

Those of us living in the Dry Creek Valley are seeing increased traffic flows as well as 
recreational bicycle traffic on the roads leading into and out of the valley – mainly 
Seamans Gulch Road and Cartwright Road. Both of these roads are substandard and 
pose a significant risk to bicycle riders. There are no meaningful bicycle lanes, some 
sections have no sholder at all, and there is very poor drainage which results in sand 
and gravel being washed onto the roadway when it rains. Please address these roads 
before some unfortunate bicyclist is killed! 

7/28/17 NextDoor New Project 
Request 

129 Mariah H 
(from Pleasant 
Valley) 

I tried to leave a comment on Cole Road/ Lake Hazel extension and wasn’t able to do 
it.  
 
Also, need to widen South Cole Road all the way to Lake Hazel. Traffic backs up for a 
couple miles in the morning at the Amity/Cole intersection and the Victory/Cole 
intersection. This needs to be done before any more developments are built.  

7/29/17 NextDoor New Project 
Request 

130 Cori W (from 
Sky Mesa) 

Make a right hand turning lane for Meridian Rd and Overland. The traffic backs up to 
get on the freeway and ½ those cars only want to make a right onto Overland Rd. 

7/30/17 NextDoor ITD Related 

131 Jeff T (from 
Depot Bench) 

I agree with a lot of the public transportation requests. But I was not under the 
impression that public transportation was under the ACHD. 

7/30/17 NextDoor VRT Related 

132 Leigh D (from 
SW Ada 
County 
Alliance – 
South) 

I “second” the commenters regarding improving public transportation. In particular: 
* Physically smaller busses in the suburbs that feed into the “main lines” 
* Adding a commuter rail to the line that already runs right from Nampa through the 
heart of the Valley to Downtown! This IS feasible. In searching for information about 
it, it seems the main objection is the number of crossings. I recently rode the Link in 
Seattle from the airport to Seattle Center and it was marvelous! 
Also take a look at what Sonoma County, CA has done with the rail from their town to 
Cloverdale to San Rafael, where folks can transfer to the ferry to get into Oakland or 
San Francisco. (Link indecernible) 
The Treasure Valley CAN do this! 

7/30/17 NextDoor VRT Related  
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133 Mary D (from 
Roosevelt 
Flats) 

We need public transportation. …that people will enjoy using. I prefer narrow roads 
made for people instead of cars. That is why I love living in the East End in a 100 year 
old house. That is why old cites in Europe are appealing to me. And old cites in the 
U.S….I moved here 25 years ago and have watched it change…the road construction is 
like all Western cities. It seems like more roads, more heat, more traffic, more 
pollution , the deadly Urban Sprawl….Because we are in a valley that traps bad air, we 
are going to need to embrace public transit and bikes. Maybe Electric Cars? Phoenix 
made the fatal mistake or NOT doing that in the 1970’s and they let developers build 
wherever they wanted and it is unbearable. The desert can not cool down anymore 
and the blacktop traps the heat and because it is so spread out, you have to drive. It’s 
disgusting. I see some of the same things happening here……Maybe we need to limit 
growth. ….I think Corvallis, Oregon has done some of these things right. I was born in 
Tucson and grew up in Flagstaff. That’s my 2cents. Thanks! 

7/30/17 NextDoor VRT Related 

134 Melissa C 
(from Hidden 
Springs) 

@Pat and others…agree that the general theme is that areas of congestion need to be 
addressed. And we do appreciate being asked for input. One of the primary reasons I 
moved out of Meridian is that my subdivision entered/exited Chinden, West of 
Linder. And a new sub division of 200+ homes was launched across the street. 
Chinden is a two-lane road for much of its stretch from West of Nampa to Eagle Road. 
There were mornings when you could not turn out onto Chinden for the stand-still 
traffic (there we had a signal there, too). In 2014 I found the ACHD planned roadmap 
and saw the 5-7 lanes planned for Chinden. We could already hear the roar of 
Chinden traffic on Saturday mornings from the rear of the subdivision. That planned 
widening of Chinden was unfunded at the time; seeing the lack of sensible growth 
plans from the city of Meridian, coupled with the growing noise & congestion on 
Chinden is when we made the decision to move. As subdivisions are approved, 
appropriate adjustments to the primary arteries should be done ahead of or in sync 
with. The property tax coffers of Ada County are overflowing, as we know, so money 
is not the issue. Recently I was bewildered to see the beautiful resurfacing of that 
same stretch of Chinden….with no road widening. There is entire lane or more 
available on the north side of the road. Likely was not on the budget for this exact 
roadwork, but this is where better decisions need to be made. Oh, did I mention that 
some people in the area are excited to have a WalMart or WinCo arrive right at the 
Chinden/Linder intersection? Because the WalMart 4 miles away at Ten Mile or the 
CostCo 8 miles away just aren’t close enough. And a great Fred Meyer sits there 
already. More cars, more congestions, etc. Old adage: Be careful what you wish for.  

7/30/17 NextDoor ITD Related 
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135 Pat K (from 
Collister) 

[Comments regarding unrelated posts]…I do agree public transportation (Valley Ride) 
is essentially useless. There is not miracle answer, but just as some folks prefer to 
walk, or ride bikes, that is a “choice” you are making. For those of us that cannot 
walk/ride to work, for whatever reason, we need good roads. And having 
small/narrow roads, with gridlock at every intersection, is simply going to waste 
energy and contribute to diminished air quality. We are growing. This cannot be 
ignored. So we need to help ACHD with “ideas” that will help them make these 
decisions. We can gripe, etc, but I am guessing griping input is harder to assess. 
 
First: Kudo’s to the round-about at Hill/36

th
. The sky, in fact, did not fall. Traffic moves 

well. We need more of these. Possibly at Hill/Collister. Hill & Castle. 
 
I would also like to see, where right of way can be obtained, when enlarging major 
intersections, swinging turn/acceleration lanes are considered. I know not always 
possible, but always better if cars can be kept moving.  
 
I realize there is not much room, but Glenwood, south of Chinden (going up the hill 
from fair grounds could certainly use another 8 feet or so on a side, for traffic to 
navigate (lot of close calls there with folks afraid to either get to close to guard rails or 
staying over center line, particularly headed northbound down hill.  
 
Possibly increase the right turn lane on eastbound State, at Veterans, so that those 
turning southbound on Veterans can keep moving and not back up downtown bound 
traffic in a.m. 
 
ACHD: You have a hard job. You always seek input, many times, in your planning cycle 
and this is very much appreciated. (editorial comment: Now, if we could just get Boise 
City to do same). 
 
Keep up the good work.  

7/30/17 NextDoor New Project 
Request, Project 
Scope 
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136 Ashley 
Ulwelling 

I was looking over the future five year project plan and noticed a project to widen the 
intersection of Victory and Five Mile.  Victory Rd West of Five mile is pretty terrible, 
with no sidewalks at all and only two lanes.  Are there any plans to improve 
Victory?  We've lived here for nearly 15 years and Victory has not been improved at 
all near our neighborhood.  Just curious, because bike lanes or sidewalks or 
something around there would be really nice. 
 
I love seeing the roads gain nice bike lanes and sidewalks.  South of Overland seems 
to be greatly lacking bike lanes. 

7/24/17 Projects email General 

137 Jerry 
Heimbuch 
4245 Bright 
Angel Ave, 
Meridian 
83646 
 

Please consider including widening of the narrow two lane section of Locust Grove 
between E. Leighfield Dr and Grand Canyon Drive. 
 
The intersection with Star Road is a bottleneck since there is no center turn lane and 
pedestrian and bicycle access along this narrow section of roadway is very poor. Two 
schools area at the south end o this section. 
 
Thank You  

7/24/17 Projects email New Project 
Request  

138 Kristin W. 
Scott 

We would appreciate a wider bridge and sideway for access across canal and safety of 
pedestrians and bicyclists going north from Ustick towards MacMillan on Ten Mile. 
Thank you for your consideration. 

7/24/17 Projects email New Project 
Request  

139 Liz Boone Obviously these appear to be needed projects since traffic is getting worse each day. I 
believe we are long past the point where developers need a free ride on roads to 
attract development. I am not a fan of this continuous reactionary management to 
roads and traffic. I live in a subdivision that is inundated with cut through traffic that 
none of the future planners anticipated 15 years ago. I see nothing on this plan that 
would help with our existing traffic problem and the best plan offered is speed 
humps.  
 
I truly appreciate the effort made to include the public on notification and ask for 
comments on these projects. There is a new project being planned for Locust Grove 
and Pine which will make the added lanes on Locust Grove and Fairview over capacity 
before the project is done.  
 
What I don’t understand is why ACHD continues to approve new projects when the 
infrastructure is not already there further burdening the existing tax payers. 

7/24/17 Projects email Policy Related 
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140 Diane 
McLaughlin 

Thank you for widening Cloverdale, Locust Grove, Meridian Road, and 
Linder.  Hopefully this will relieve some of the horrible congestion on Eagle Road.  
It's a nightmare.  I wish you were in charge of Chinden. 

7/25/17 Projects email General 

141 Julie Cathers Hello, 
I have two comments to make: 
 
re: Ten Mile Rd, Ustick Rd/McMillan Rd project  
I see Ten Mile north of Ustick is not slated to be widened until 2021. The little bridge 
needs to at least have a side walk or designated area put in on the east side of Ten 
Mile. People walk on Ten Mile to get places and it is dangerous there at the bridge so 
a designated walk area should be made as soon as possible. 
 
Also, there is a park being built NE of Ten Mile & Ustick just north of Wilder Street. 
This small one block subdivision does not have access as of yet due to the Five Mile 
Creek. I am not sure to ask if they are planning on building a little foot bridge here so 
it can be accessed by others not just in Bridgetower (who have their own parks). 
 
I would love to be updated on these two areas of concern. 

7/25/17 Projects email Project 
Acceleration  

142 Louise Bird To Whom It May Concern, 
Thanks for posting a link to your ongoing projects (on NextDoor).  
We in the community appreciate what you do and that you value our input on these 
projects.  
 
All I can think of when I see these projects happening is...please let them plant trees 
in the middle!! Part of these improvements should include aesthetic improvements 
and making our streets more desirable for nearby pedestrians (and bikers). Is there 
any room in the budget for planting trees and putting sidewalks? I'm certain people 
(who could afford to do so) would even donate money to help with this cause. Let's 
make the "city of trees" 
live up to its name, in neighborhoods other than the North End.  
 
Trees!!!!!! Please!! 
 
Would love to hear your feedback 

7/25/17 Projects email Policy Related 
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143 Michael Wyatt Any and all projects in this area should include right hand turn lanes on southbound 
Meridian Road. 
 
Specifically: 
Hubbard Road and Meridian Road 
Deer Flat and Meridian Road 
Lake Hazel Road and Meridian Road 
 
Unsafe right turns are made daily, especially during evening commute hours. Such a 
lane exists at Columbia Road and Meridian Road but the other turns listed are now 
becoming much busier. 

7/25/17 Projects email ITD Related 

144 Elizabeth 
Eckroade 

Locust Grove and Ustick Ave. are 4 lanes - Chinden  carries far more traffic and is only 
2 lanes.  Scheduled widening from Eagle Rd. to Locust Grove is a start, but we need 
widening at least to Linder, and we need it NOW!  I live in the Hightower subdivision 
and it is difficult and dangerous gaining access to Chinden Blvd.  There is no "Do not 
block intersection" sign. (a sign would help).  Please try to find a way to widen 
Chinden to at least Linder sooner than projected. Thank you.  

7/26/17 Projects email ITD Related 

145 Clint Hughes I would like to recommend an improvement to the south Bound merge onto 
Broadway from Federal Way. The angle of approach makes merging onto Broadway 
difficult to see safely. It appears there is enough space to remove the asphalt median 
on Broadway, install Jersey style barriers instead, shift the existing lanes over and 
make the merge lane continuous to I84 on ramp. As it appears majority of traffic is 
going this direction anyway. If not, there is time to merge left and not enter the on 
ramp.  
My two cents.  

7/27/17 Projects email ITD Related  

146 Diane 
McLaughlin 

I wanted to add one more item.  There is a new shopping center/office complex going 
in in Lakemoor on Eagle Road and Colchester.  I am very concerned about the traffic 
this will generate on Eagle Road as it is stopped and backed up many times especially 
rush hour.  I wanted to put in my suggestion to tie Colchester into Chinden at 
Cloverdale or Joplin to offer an alternative exit otherwise it will be nightmare.  
 
Thank you for allowing my input.   
 
PS  I live off Eagle road between Banbury and Two Rivers so I experience this daily and 
am dreading when that center is finished with only one exit. 

7/27/17 Projects email New Project 
Request  
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147 Bernadette Please move up the date to work on Chinden Road.. it has such a terrible traffic 
problem. 

7/29/17 Projects email ITD Related 

148 Nelson N. 
Berry 

Extend Pine from Ten mile to Black Cat, this would help the traffic flow for all of the 
new subdivisions in this area. In addition it would help when there is an emergency 
on either Franklin or Cherry between Black Cat and Ten Mile.  As there is a very short 
distance to extend Pine it would seem this would be a good plan. 

7/29/17 Projects email New Project 
Request 

149 Dan & Lori 
Long 

Dear Commissioners,   
 
I would like to echo the same thoughts and concerns which our HOA President, Mike 
Huffaker, expressed in his email (see below).  
 
I am the property owner of which he cited, 1490 S. Hidden Island Pl., and twice the 
Eagle Fire Dept. had to sandbag my property.  
 
Besides several young children, we have a few elderly couples in our neighborhood 
and during the high water flows, there was NO WAY an ambulance could get across 
the 24" river to reach these folks in an emergency.  
 
This project is not something to be ignored rather it needs to be addressed 
immediately before something serious or deadly happens to one of our/your citizens.  
 
Mike Huffaker can provide you with the name of your ACHD engineer who is very 
familiar with the situation, since he visited several times during and after the floods.  
 

8/21/17 Projects email Other – Shared 
with Maintenance 
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150 Don 
Kennebeck 

Dear ACHD Commisioners, 
 
I live at 1452 S Hidden Island Pl, Eagle Idaho and want to tell you about the severe 
flooding we had earlier this year.  We have only one street that we can use to get to 
and from our homes.  This street was impassable this year unless you owned a pickup 
truck.  The water was 24 inches deep and we had to have our cars placed by a towing 
service on the other side of the water.  Each time we needed to go  somewhere we 
had to  wade through the water to our cars.  During this time  my wife was unable 
cross the fast moving water for a doctor’s appointment and we had to ask our 
neighbor who owns a pickup to help.  I not sure an ambulance would have been able 
to cross in case of an emergency.  Idaho Power was also concerned that the water 
might blow a transformer and leave us without electricity. 
 
This is a problem that could be repeated again next year unless ACHD can improve 
the flow of water.  There is only one small culvert 36 inches wide to transfer the 
water from a slough and under our street back to the river.  It couldn’t handle the 
amount of water this year and our street was flooded.  I urge you to improve the flow 
by replacing the existing  culvert with a larger one or add additional culverts or 
anything else the engineers  can devise to help. 
 
Thanks for your consideration. 

8/21/17 Projects email Other – Shared 
with Maintenance 

151 Michael 
Huffaker 

Dear Commissioners: 
I want to call your attention to an urgent issue on our street that occurred during the 
high water event on the Boise River in June 2017. 
   
Hidden Island is a small subdivision of  one street, South Hidden Island Place, and 10 
lots located adjacent to and between Island Woods and Rivers End subdivisions in 
Eagle, Idaho. Our subdivision abuts the north fork of the Boise River and also has a 
slough (the Pine Slough) that runs behind the homes on the south side of the 
street.   The Pine Slough's origin is on the Williamson Ranch property just to the east 
of River's End.  The slough is essentially run-off water from the irrigation on the 
ranch, and the source of that irrigation water is the Boise River.  From the origin, the 
slough passes behind some homes in River's End subdivision, then some some homes 
in our subdivision, Hidden Island, and then passes by culvert under the road, 
South Hidden Island Place, to a pond on the west side of South Hidden Island Place, 
and then eventually exits that pond to run behind a few homes in Island Woods, 

8/21/17 Projects email Other – Shared 
with Maintenance 
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where it eventually dumps back into the north fork of the Boise River about a 1/4 mile 
east of Eagle Road. 
 
During the Boise River high water event, the water from the river exceeded both its 
natural banks and the levee separating the river from the irrigation ditches on the 
Williamson Ranch.  The water entering the Williamson Ranch ditches followed its 
natural course into the Pine Slough, and eventually so much water entered the Pine 
Slough that the 3-foot diameter culvert pipe that runs under S. Hidden Island 
Place reached full capacity and was not able to clear the water fast enough to prevent 
the water rising above the bank that separates Hidden Island Place from the 
slough.  Eventually, the water became so high, that we had our own rapidly flowing 
stream across our street which emptied into the aforementioned pond on the other 
side of the street. The peak depth of this flow was approximately 2 feet.  The width of 
the flooded area was about 100 yards for most of the flood duration (about 10 days), 
but when the river flow release peaked at about 9800 cfs (as measured at Glenwood 
bridge) for a couple of days, the flooding area in our neighborhood increased all the 
way to the end of the street at the south end of Hidden Island Place, flowed both 
directions down East Riverchase Way, and eventually formed about a 10 foot stream 
flowing down East Island Wood Drive. 
 
The height and flow of the river across the road made it impossible for regular 
passenger cars in the cul de sac on Hidden Island Place to be able to leave the 
neighborhood.  Full size pickups could still get in  and out, but even that required slow 
driving to make it through without flooding the engine compartment.  In addition to 
having motor vehicle transportation trapped in the cul de sac, there are currently 15 
children living in the cul de sac, 8 of whom are under the age of 10, so there was 
a significant health and safety factor for the smaller children as far as being able to 
safely cross the flooded area without being knocked over and swept away by the 
current.  Moreover, the same flooding backed up into all 5 of the backyards on the 
south side of the street and was within approximately 10' of the one home (1490 S. 
Hidden Island Place) on the south side of the slough.  The flooding also threatened 
our Idaho Power electric boxes and our irrigation pump house which had to be 
sandbagged. 
 
In researching records from the City of Eagle, it appears that both ACHD and the City 
of Eagle approved the size of the culvert (3' diameter) that currently runs under South 
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Hidden Island Place.  As a result, we believe that ACHD should be responsible for 
remedying this issue.  We respectfully request that either a larger culvert or second 
culvert be installed under S. Hidden Island Place to avert the possibility of this 
hazardous flooding occurring again.  If possible, we would like this project to occur 
before next year's spring run-off, so that the safety of our families and of our property 
is not threatened again. 
 
Attached are some photos and videos that were taken in the early days of the 
flooding (June 3, 2017), well before the flooding reached its peak depth and breadth 
around June 10-11.  
 
We hope that you will realize the urgency of this matter and take our situation 
seriously so funds can be set aside immediately to promptly remedy this 
problem.  Hoping that we will not have another high water event such as what 
occurred this year is not a sufficient strategy for remediation of this safety issue. 
 

152 Nate Demer Hello. I’m assuming you all are aware of the flooding this spring in the Hidden Island 
subdivision in Eagle. I am also assuming that Mike Huffaker has already emailed you 
with our concern. I would like to second his concern and request that ACHD look into 
installing a larger culvert sooner rather than later. I have 4 kids and this spring was a 
major safety concern on our street. I have attached pictures that you may use to 
reference. I can provide more if need be. 
I look forward to your response. 

8/21/17 Projects email Other – Shared 
with Maintenance 

153 Dave O’Day Your description for these two intersection improvements do not provide any useful 
information about what is intended. The other descriptions say: "add two lane 
roundabout" or "add 2 lanes". The names of the  Project Managers do not contribute 
anything to the discussion, but I may be interested in what you've assumed as the 
design basis of your cost summary. I doubt B'way, Main, Warm Springs warrant a $5 
million expenditure. 

7/27/17 Tellus Project Scope 

 



 

August 18, 2017 

 

Paul Woods, President 

Ada County Highway District  

3775 Adams Street 

Garden City, Idaho 83714 

   

Re: Initial Draft ACHD Integrated Five Year Work Plan FY2018-2022   

 

 

Dear President Woods, 

 

On July 25, 2017, the Boise City Council reviewed the initial draft of the Ada County 

Highway District’s Integrated Five Year Work Plan for FY2018-2022. The city council 

thanks the commission for approving the three percent property tax base increase for 

one year to aid funding the lengthy list of pedestrian and bicycle projects.  

 

One community programs project that is a high priority is along Emerald Street and 

Americana Boulevard from Orchard Street to Ann Morrison Park. We look forward to this 

project’s speedy completion. We also appreciate ACHD’s work on the priority corridors 

of Lake Hazel and State Street. With the State Street intersection’s construction at 

Veterans Memorial Parkway, Collister Drive, Pierce Park Road and, hopefully, Glenwood 

Street, there is a good opportunity to use public transit as mitigation tool giving 

commuters another transportation choice in those corridors. A similar approach was 

implemented by the Idaho Transportation Department with the construction of the 

Flying Wye. The council suggests a multi-agency partnership to provide commuter 

alternatives to driving to mitigate the construction impacts.  

 

As the commission transitions from the initial draft to the final draft of the IFWYP, the city 

respectfully requests the following modifications:  

 

1. Include the restriping of Main and Fairview to add on-street parking in 

conjunction with the micro-seal project for 2019. 

 

2. Identify Phillippi Street from Malad Street to Targee Street and Phillippi from 

Targee to Overland Avenue as high priorities within the shelf list, and include 

the Overland and Phillippi intersection pedestrian crossing with Targee to 

Overland segment.  The Phillippi projects connect to a park and the Hillcrest 

branch library and have been delayed from construction in FY 2019 and 

2020.  
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3. Request the Vista/Spaulding signalized pedestrian crossing remain in 2020 for 

construction. It is proposed to be delayed until 2021. Bicyclists, transit riders, 

and people walking in the neighborhood will benefit from this new signal. 

 

4. Request that the Peasley Street/Alpine Street railroad crossing be considered 

part of the Shoshone bikeway project. 

 

Thank you for considering these requests. Please contact Karen Gallagher at 384-3910 

with any questions. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Mayor David H. Bieter 

 

 

cc: David Corcoran, ACHD 

 Karen Gallagher, Boise PDS  



IDIAN.
Mayor Tammy de Weerd

City Council Members:

Keith Bird

Luke Cavener

Ty Palmer

Joe Borton

Genesis Milam

Anne Little Roberts

August 8,2017

Paul Woods

Commission President

Ada County Highway District

3775 Adams Street

Garden City, ID 83714

RE: Initial Draft of ACHD's 2018-2022Intesrated Five Year Work Plan

Dear Commissioner Woods:

The City of Meridian appreciates the opportunity to review and comment on the Initial Draft of
the2018-2022Integrated Five Year Work Plan (IFYWP). Compiling and prioritizing a list of
capital, operational and maintenance projects in Ada County is an enormous undertaking and the

City commends ACHD on the work that went into preparing the IFYWP. As a testament to your

programming and efficiency efforts, the City of Meridian has just a couple of comments related

to the Initial Draft of the IFYWP.

Understanding the budgetary constraints ACHD faces, the City is thankful that some of the key

projects in our community are on-track for construction in the next few years. Specifically,

seeing roadway projects on Locust Grove, Ten Mile and Linder roads advancing is reassuring.

We want to also thank the District for working with us on Pine Avenue, between Meridian and

Locust Grove and Meridian Road, between Cherry and Ustick, as these roadway segments

connect into our downtown. Once constructed, these projects will add to the quality of life in

Meridian.

We agree that projects on Linder Road are a great investment and we are excited to see Linder

designated a Priority Conidor. There is another north-south roadway that we'd like to see

designated a priority corridor and advance in the program: Locust Grove, between Victory and

Ustick. This corridor serves as a de-facto detour route for motorists that would otherwise use

Eagle Road. As you know, Eagle Road is not the most efficient roadway to travel on, particularly

in the PM peak hour. Locust Grove Road continues to see increases in crashes and decreases in

level of service. There are several segments and intersections along Locust Grove that are

already listed in the IFYWP, but please advance them in the IFYWP and improve them sooner.

Recognizing that maintenance and safety are primary focus areas for the District, the City would

like to encourage ACHD to continue to fund non-traditional projects through the Economic



ACHD Commission President Woods

Development (ED) Program. Economic Development projects allow the cities to partner with
ACHD andrcalize infrastructure investments that attractbusiness, jobs and increase activity in
areas that are underutrlized. Pine Avenue and the E. 3'd Street Extension are examples of key
projects in our community that would otherwise never be realized but for the ED F.ogru-. ih.
City can appreciate the metrics ACHD uses when prioritizing arterial roadway and intersection
projects. However, there are other local needs in our community that should also be accounted
for; please consider making some funds available for ED projects in the future.

Thank you for your time and consideration of our comments and requests related to the Initial
Draft of the 2018-2022IFYWP. Please feel free to contact Caleb Hood, 884-5533. if you have
any questions regarding this letter.

ACHD Commissioners

Meridian City Council

Ryan Head, Planning & Programming Supervisor

Cc:

Sincerely,
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Ryan Head

From: neil.david.jenkins@gmail.com on behalf of Liberty Park NA 
<libertyparkna@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, August 06, 2017 7:45 PM
To: Ryan Head
Cc: Neil Jenkins; Bette Hovey; to: AnnBailey; Wayne Buxton; tallenhoover@aol.com; Andrea 

Tuning
Subject: Re: ACHD FY2018-2022 Integrated Five-Year Work Plan Initial Draft
Attachments: IMG_20170408_111453644.jpg

Ryan, 
 
We appreciate your reaching out to the neighborhood associations regarding input on your work plan. From the 
perspective of the Liberty Park Neighborhood Association, our most important project to improve the safety of 
our neighborhood is not on your plan. It was on your plan last year, but is missing from your plan this year. The 
project is to install sidewalks on Liberty St from Douglas St down to Liberty Park (Denton St). The park is the 
focal point of our neighborhood. It is very well used and has been increasing in use each year. While sidewalks 
on both sides of the road from Franklin to Emerald would be ideal, we recognize that this would be a major 
project that would most likely not be the best use of your resources since it would require canal crossing and 
railroad crossing work. We therefore request that sidewalks be installed on one side of Liberty St from Douglas 
St. to Denton St. This would provide safe access to the majority of our neighbors to get to the park. 
 
Attached you will find a few pictures from earlier this year on a Saturday morning. You will see cars parked on 
both sides of the street, cars occupying the two traffic lanes, and then you will see a mother pushing a stroller 
down to the park. Our question is, where should the mother with the stroller be walking? There are no 
sidewalks, no room on the shoulders due to parked cars, and walking in the driving lanes puts them out in the 
middle of traffic. This is not a situation unique to the date of the picture alone. This occurs frequently as 
neighbors go to the park for the Lunch-in-the-Park program. It happens at each of our neighborhood activities. 
It is a common occurrence most days of the week. For the safety of our neighborhood, please install sidewalks 
on Liberty St from Douglas St to Liberty Park (Denton St). 
 
Thank you for listening to our concerns and please install sidewalks on Liberty St from Douglas St to Liberty 
Park (Denton St). 
 
Regards, 
 
Neil Jenkins 
2017 President 
Liberty Park Neighborhood Association 
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On Mon, Jul 24, 2017 at 2:08 PM, Ryan Head <RHead@achdidaho.org> wrote: 

Dear Neighborhood Association Presidents: 

  

The FY2018-2022 Integrated Five-Year Work Plan (IFYWP) Initial Draft is available for public comment 
through August 21, 2017. The draft Plan can be found at: 
http://achdweb.achdidaho.org/Departments/PlansProjects/IFYWP_1822draft.aspx  

  

The IFYWP is ACHD’s five-year capital program identifying all planned projects in the areas of roadway 
maintenance, bridge replacement, stormwater infrastructure, pedestrian and bicycle enhancements, and road and 
intersection widening. All comments received on the Initial Draft will be reviewed with the ACHD Commission 
for direction on specific changes to incorporate into the final draft that will be out later this summer.  

  

New for this comment period is an interactive commenting map (available at the link above). This tool will 
allow you, and the residents in your neighborhood association, to zoom into your neighborhood and see what 
ACHD has planned for your area. Individuals then can provide comments directly within the map on identified 
projects. Comments can also be sent via email directly to me. Additionally, ACHD will be holding a public 
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open house on the IFYWP and the FY2018 Budget this Thursday at 5:30 PM in the ACHD Auditorium. All are 
invited to participate.  

  

We look forward to hearing from you regarding projects planned in the area and encourage you to share this 
commenting opportunity with those you represent.  

  

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask.   

  

Sincerely, 

  

Ryan Head, AICP CTP 

Planning Supervisor 

Ada County Highway District 

3775 Adams St 

Garden City, ID 83714 

(208) 387-6234 
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Ryan Head

From: Morris Hill NA <morrishillna@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 27, 2017 1:49 PM
To: Ryan Head; Projects
Cc: Christy Foltz-Ahlrichs
Subject: Re: ACHD FY2018-2022 Integrated Five-Year Work Plan Initial Draft

Ryan, 
 
Thank you for sending us this information. I was happy to see that Orchard Street was NOT included 
in this IFYWP. I am NOT in favor of adding bicycle lanes to Orchard Street and would much rather 
have the bicycle routes located on safer streets such as Garden or Phillippi.  
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.  
 
Morris Hill appreciates all the work you do! 
 
Lynn Lockhart 
MorrisHillNA@yahoo.com 
http://morrishillna.org 
208-343-9294 
 
 
 
 

On Monday, July 24, 2017, 2:08:42 PM MDT, Ryan Head <RHead@achdidaho.org> wrote: 
 
 

Dear Neighborhood Association Presidents: 

  

The FY2018-2022 Integrated Five-Year Work Plan (IFYWP) Initial Draft is available for public comment through August 
21, 2017. The draft Plan can be found at: 
http://achdweb.achdidaho.org/Departments/PlansProjects/IFYWP_1822draft.aspx  

  

The IFYWP is ACHD’s five-year capital program identifying all planned projects in the areas of roadway maintenance, 
bridge replacement, stormwater infrastructure, pedestrian and bicycle enhancements, and road and intersection widening. 
All comments received on the Initial Draft will be reviewed with the ACHD Commission for direction on specific changes to 
incorporate into the final draft that will be out later this summer.  

  

New for this comment period is an interactive commenting map (available at the link above). This tool will allow you, and 
the residents in your neighborhood association, to zoom into your neighborhood and see what ACHD has planned for 
your area. Individuals then can provide comments directly within the map on identified projects. Comments can also be 
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sent via email directly to me. Additionally, ACHD will be holding a public open house on the IFYWP and the FY2018 
Budget this Thursday at 5:30 PM in the ACHD Auditorium. All are invited to participate.  

  

We look forward to hearing from you regarding projects planned in the area and encourage you to share this commenting 
opportunity with those you represent.  

  

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask.   

  

Sincerely, 

  

Ryan Head, AICP CTP 

Planning Supervisor 

Ada County Highway District 

3775 Adams St 

Garden City, ID 83714 

(208) 387-6234 

  



                                           
 
COMMENTS ON ACHD FIVE YEAR WORK PLAN  August 20, 2017 

 

We in the North End Neighborhood Association (NENA) applaud the school safety projects 

which are included in this plan: 

 

Bulbouts on 28
th

 at Hazel, Bella and Irene 

 

Pedestrian flashing lights:  on 15
th

 and Harrison at Resseguie 

 

On Fort at 14
th

  In all cases lights should be oriented to stop traffic on the busiest street 

 

Several students have been hit by cars near North Jr. High in recent years. Please move all of 

these projects up for earlier construction. 

 

In addition, we urge you to include critical school safety projects associated with Longfellow 

Elementary School. Many of these are listed in the North Boise Bike/Ped Plan as high or 

medium priority.  

 

Bulbouts/raised crossings on 8
th

 and 9
th

 at Resseguie, Sherman and Ada 

 

Entry treatments on 8
th

 and 9
th

 at Lemp and Brumback—bulbouts, raised crossings, etc.  

 

The above traffic calming measures were committed to by ACHD in 1999 as a condition of 

approval for Somerset II. We urge you to include them in the FYWP! 

 

We also ask you to include filling in the following crucial sidewalk gaps in the Safe Sidewalks 

Program: 

Brumback/Boise Hills east of N. 7
th

 St. 

 

N. 8
th

 St. north of Ridenbaugh—there are gaps on both sides of 8
th

 St.  

 

The North End and probably other inner compact neighborhoods does not want or need more or 

wider roads.  What we do want is a coordinated traffic calming plan so that the actual speed does 

not exceed 20mph on all North End streets.  

 

We also want low stress bikeways to connect us to downtown and adjacent neighborhoods. 

We ask that additional traffic calming measures and low stress bikeways be included in the 

FYWP. Thank you!  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Anne Stites Hausrath, NENA Streets Committee, Chair 

 


